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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this study to survey the 
properties of the Tschebyscheff polynomials with 
particular reference to how they are employed as 
approximants and interpolants. The survey is extended 
to include the process known as "Tschebyscheff 
Approximation" or "Tschebyscheff Fitting" of a 
function by functions other than polynomials. One 
such fitting technique which will be of particular 
interest in this study is that of fitting f(x) by 
the function abx + c where a, b, c are real and b I 1. 
1 
In addition to a survey of the properties of the 
Tschebyscheff polynomials and of Tschebyscheff fitting 
techniques, computer-programmed illustrations will be 
presented to demonstrate the practicability of fitting 
functions by Tschebyscheff polynomials and other special 
functions. In addition to the computation of the 
parameters, a computer-programmed plotting of the 
function and its approximants is also displayed. 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The Tschebyscheff polynomials are discussed at 
length by many authors including Davis(l) in his book 
on "Interpolation and Approximation". The essential 
properties of these polynomials which he discusses 
will be elaborated in "Properties of the Tschebyscheff 
Polynomials" of this study. Many of the fundamental 
ideas of approximation to which they are related date 
back to a study by Poussin(2 ) entitled 11Sur la methode 
de l'approximatin minimtnn". This study has not been 
examined directly but frequent reference is made to 
it by later investigators. J. Favard(3) (1935) and 
J. A. Shobat( 4 ) (1934) are among the earliest investi-
gators of the properties of Tschebyscheff polynomials. 
However, the greatest bulk of the work on these poly-
nomials has come since 1950, stimulated by the use of 
the computer and the concomitant proliferation of 
research projects concerned with numerical analysis. 
The Tschebyscheff method of fitting which is 
employed in obtaining approximants and interpolants 
2 
by means of functionsother than polynomials, in particular 
abx + c, is of more recent origin and will be of pri-
mary concern in the present study. Since this method 
is not as well known and is more pertinent, studies 
referring to it will be cited at greater length. After 
3 
Poussin, cited above, one should probably cite Remez(5) 
who in 1935 set forth the basic theory of the process 
now known as Tschebyscheff type approximation of 
functions. Rice(G) states the Tschebyscheff approxima-
tion problem on [0,~ for a function E(A,x) as follows: 
Given f(x) continuous on [0,1] determine the parameters 
A* such that 
supxe[o,~ !E(A*,x)-f(x)l ~ supxe[o,!JIE(A,x)-f(x)l 
for all points A in the domain of the parameters of F. 
Such a function as E(A*,x) is a best approximation to 
f(x) and the deviation of E(A*,x) on a set S is 
supxesiE(A*,x) - f(x)! . 
This definition is made at this point to clarify what 
is meant by Tschebyscheff type approximations and 
because Rice's work with E(A,x) = abx + c is of fore-
most concern in this study. A, in this case, of course 
refers to the three parameters, a, b, and c. 
The concept of unisolvence which plays an important 
role here was first discussed by Motzkin(7) and has been 
extended by Rice(S) to include the notion of varisolvence, 
that is, unisolvent of variable degree. 
Numerical methods are of course primarily employed 
when fitting on finite point sets. Curtis and Frank(9) 
4 
have worked out an algorithm for determining the poly-
nomial of best minimum approximation to a function 
defined on a finite point set. Shenitzer(lo), among 
others, has studied Tschebyscheff approximation to a 
continuous function by a class of functions. Rice(ll) 
has extended his study of approximation by abx + c to 
approximation by the set 
n t.x 
~ a.e 1 ja.j < oo, jt.l < oo. 
. 1 1 1 1 1= 
This work was preceded by a study by him of a means of 
characterizing best nonlinear Tschebyscheff approxi-
mations(l2) in 1960. 
deBoor and Rice(l3) have recently discussed a non-





They illustrate the method using an alternating direction 
iteration technique in the calculations. This method 
will, however, not be discussed or further referred 
to in this study. 
Work is proceeding with still other Tschebyscheff 
type approximations using other than exponential 
functions but this work is not pertinent to the scope 
of the present study. 
III. PROPERTIES OF THE TSCHEBYSCHEFF POLYNOMIALS 
The Tschebyscheff polynomial will be designated 
as T (f;x) and will be defined as follows: Let 
n 
f(x)€C[a,b] and n be a fixed integer. The solution 
of finding 
min max !f(x) - (a
0 
+ a 1x +···+ anxn)l 
a ·•· a a<x<b 
o' ' n 
5 
is called the Tschebyscheff approximation of degree < n 
to f(x). The solution is unique. 
The Tschebyscheff polynomial in the complex plane 
will be designated as Tn[f(z);~ and will be defined 
as follows: Let B be a bounded region in the complex 
plane. Let f(z) be analytic in B and remain continuous 
in B, the closure of B. The problem of finding 
min 
a · • · a o' ' n 
max 
a€B 
I f ( z ) - (a + a 1z + · · · + a z n ) I o n 
has a solution which is the Tschebyscheff polynomial 
TniT(z);~ • 
A theorem due to Tonelli establishes two properties 
of polynomials, p (z), used to approximate a continuous 
n 
function, f(z). Formally, the theorem says: Let S 
be a closed bounded set in the complex plane that 
contains more than n + 1 points. Let f(z) be continuous 
on S and set 
M =min max lf(z) - p(z)l 
p€Pn Z€S 
Let pn(z) be any polynomial that realizes this extreme 
value and set 
r(z) = f(z) - pn(z) . 
Then, A. The number of distinct points of S at which 
jr(z)l takes on its maximum value is greater 
than n + 1. 
And, B. There is a unique solution to the problem. 
The Weierstrass approximation theorem of 1885 
asserts the possibility of uniform approximation by 
polynomials to continuous functions over a closed 
interval. It may be stated as follows: 
Let f(x)EC [a,b]. Given an E > 0 one can find a 
polynomial p (x) (of sufficiently high degree) for 
n 
which 
lf(x) - p (x)l ~ E, a~ x ~ b . 
n 
Since this theorem establishes the possibility 
of uniform approximation, one is led to consider the 
problem of finding the best uniform approximant to a 
continuous function. That is, let f be a member of 




lf(x) - p(x)j 
is known to have a unique solution. It is customary 
6 
to designate the solution by p (x) and to define 
n 
E (f) as 
n 
max I f ( x ) - p n ( x ) I . 
a<x<b 
7 
The polynomial pn(x) is frequently called the Tschebyscheff 
approximation of degree ~ n to f(x). These are, then, 
the polynomials of chief concern in this study. 
One of the more interesting and important features 
of these polynomials is elaborated in the Tschebyscheff 
Equioscillation Theorem. This theorem is as follows: 
Let f(x) be a member of c[a,b] and p(x) be the best 






E(x) = f(x) - p(x) • 
are at least n+2 points a<x1<x2 ... <x <b n+2-
where e(x) asstm1es the values +E 
-n 
and with alternating 
signs. That is, 
E (x.) = +E 
1 - n 
i = 1 , 2 , • • • , n +2 
i = 1,2,···,n+l. 
If the function has continuous derivatives on the closed 
interval ra,b] and the second derivative is greater than 
0 then the equioscillatory theorem has a corollary which 
8 
solves the problem of determining the best linear approxi-
mation of the function: 





= ~(f(a) + f(c)) - f(bJ :~(a) 
where c is the unique solution of 
f , ( c ) = f (b J - f (a ) . 
- a 
a + c 
2 
The best uniform linear approximant to f is a
0
+a1x. 
PROOF: The mean value theorem provides one solution to 
the equation 
f'(c) = f(bJ- f(a) 
- a 
The corollary states that f" must be greater than 0. 
Therefore_, f 1 is increasing and the solution must be 
unique. Let 
According to the Equioscillation Theorem_, there are at 
least 3 distinct points x1 < x2 < x3 where E(x) reaches 
its maximum absolute value. Of the three points_, two 
will be exterior to the interval_, while one point_, x2 _, 
9 
will be interior to the interval and hence € 1 (x2 ) = 0. 
Since E' (x) = f 1 (x) - a E' 1' is also strictly increasing. 
The other two extreme points of e(x) must therefore be 




+ a 1b) and € 1 (c) = f' (c) - a 1 = 
As an example let y = sin x on ( j.,., 1g~ 
f 1 (c) = 
. 11 . 4 
s~n s- F - s~n 3 F 
cos c = ----~----~-----~ 11 4 
cos c 
- F-- F 6 3 
1~ 
-- -2 + 2 - v'""3 1 -
2 F 
- 1 
f(c) = sin c = sin(cos-l v'""3-l) 
F 
. 11 . 4 s~n 3 F = v'""3-l s~n 6 F -
4 11 6F - 3 F 




a = -1.98~ approximately 
0 
10 
Hence, -1.983 + .233x is the best uniform linear approximant. 
The best uniform approximant to f(x) (Tschebyscheff 
polynomials) is unique. This is demonstrated in the 
following manner. 
Let f (x)ec[a, ~ • Given a q (x)EPn with 
max I f ( x) - q ( x) I = 5 .. 
a<x<b 
Let there ben+ 2 points a<x1<x <•••<x <b such that - 2 n+2-
in an alternating fashion. Then, 
5 = E (f) 
n 
and q is the best uniform approximant to f in Pn. 
PROOF: By definition, En(f) ~S. Assume En(f) <f. 
Let p(x) be the best uniform approximant. Then 
Since 
max lf(x) - p(x)l = En(f) < S, 
a<x<b 
then writing 
't . = p ( x . ) - f ( x
1






q(x.)- p(x.) = + r - L . . ~ ~ -~ ~ 
Now it is seen that the function q(x) - p(x)EP and 
n 
has n + 2 points of alternation. It therefore must 
have n + 1 zeros and consequently must be identically 
zero because if f(z)EP and f vanishes at more than n 
n 
distinct points then it vanishes identically. Hence, 
q(x) = p(x). 
There are six orthonormal polynomials derived 
11 
from a,b and the weight function w(x) which constitute 
the "classical" orthonormal polynomials. Two groups 
of these orthonormal polynomials are referred to as 
Tschebyscheff polynomials of the first and second kind. 
Orthogonality of the Tschebyscheff polynomials is defined 




The real Tschebyscheff polynomials of the second kind 
can be illustrated by letting the interval be [-1,1] and 
1+1 (f,g) = ~l-x2 f(x)g(x)dx . 
-1 
Then the functions 
u ( x ) = .;;.s.:;;in;:.:;__.l,.;( m~+::l::)=a.;.;;r;;_;c_;c_o....;.s_x_ 
m ~ l-x2 
,m=O,l,2,···, 
form an orthogonal set since 
I 1"' 1 2 u (x)u (x)dx = j' 7rsin(m+l)e sin(n+l)e de . _1 -x m n . 0 
= 0_, m=fn 
7f 
= - m=n 2-' 
As an example of orthogonality on [-1_, 1] with respect 
1 
to w(x) = -::=== dx it is observed that from 
"'l-x2 
J 1 1 T (x)T (x) 
_1 n m "' l-x2 
dx = 0 n=fm 
7f 
= 2 _, m=n . 
one has 
dx = ; 
The orthogonality of the Tschebyscheff polynomials of 
12 
the first kind can be demonstrated by letting the interval 
be [-1_, iJ and w(x) = 1 
"'l-x2 




and the polynomials 
1 1 
-- -(~) 2 T0 , (;) 2 Tn(x), n = 1,2,···,Tn{x) = cos(n arccos x) 
are orthogonal with respect to 1 on [-1,~ and are in 
..) l-x2 
fact orthonormal. 
The Tschebyscheff polynomials belong to a class of 
polynomials known as Jacobi polynomials for which the 
fundamental interval is [-1,~ and the weight function 
is 
w(x) = {1-x)a{l+x)~, a> -1, ~>- 1. 
It is to be noted that 
2a+~+l r(a+l)r(~+l) 
r (a+~+2) 
Then the orthonormal polynomials that result from 
orthonormalizing the functions l,x,x2 ,···, with respect 
to the inner product 
1 
( f, g ) = J f (X) g (X ) W (X ) dx 
-1 
are called the Jacobi polynomials. It can then be seen 
-1 that the Tschebyscheff polynomials arise when a = 2 , 
~ =-~ (first kind) and when a=~' ~ = ~ (second kind). 
If w(z) is a positive function of z defined on a 
curve C in the z-plane, then under certain conditions 
of integrability, one can define the inner product by 
(f,g) = }C f(z)g(z)w(z)dS . 
This gives rise to a set of orthogonal polynomials 
associated with the name of G. Szego. 
14 
It can be shown that the Tschebyscheff polynomials 
of the first kind 
Tn(w), w = u + iv , 
1 
--
are orthogonal with respect to 11- w21 2 over every 
ellipse rp where fp is an ellipse in the z-plane with 
foci at (-1,0) and (1,0) and p = a + b where a and b 
are the semi-major and semi-minor axes. That is, 
T m,n J~ Tm (w)Tn (w) -
p 11-if 12 
!dwl = 0, m + n; ldwl = dS w 
= element of arc in w-plane. 
Likewise, the Tschebyscheff polynomial of the second 
kind with 
2 
*( ) 2 n+l (p n+2 p z = 
n 7f 
1 
Un(z) = (l-z2 ) 2 sin 
-2 ..l 
p n -2 ) 2 U ( z ) , 
n 
(n+l) arccos z 
' 
15 
are orthonormal over the ellipse 1 with respect to the p 
inner product 
Then, 
( f, g) = 1 J f ( z )g ( z) dxdy . 
!p 
= j' J sin(m+l)w sin(n+l)w dudv , w = u+iv = arccos z, 
R 
R is a rectangle in u-v plane. 
=Om=j=n. 
I = (~p)(p2P - p-2P), p = m + 1 . p,p Lf-P 
From this one has, 
and the polynomials are orthonormal. 
With these conditions one can expand either f(x) 
or f(z) in a Tschebyscheff-Fourier series and depending 
on the rate of convergence, use the leading terms of 
the series as an approximant. 
IV. FITTING f(x) AND f(z) WITH 
TSCHEBYSCHEFF-FOURIER SERIES 
One problem associated with fitting functions 
f(x) and f(z) by Tschebyscheff polynomials consists 
in finding coefficients for the Tschebyscheff-Fourier 
series expansion of f(x) or f(z). That is, it is 










A T (x) 
n n 
AT (z) • 
n n 
The Tn(x) are usually normalized here so that they are 
16 
The orthogonality conditions depend on whether the 
polynomials of first or second kind are used. In the 
complex case the conditions are such that one needs to 
evaluate a line integral over the boundary of an ellipse 
or a surface integral over the area of the ellipse. 
The specific orthogonality conditions were indicated 
in Chapter III. 
For Tschebyscheff polynomials of the second kind, 
when f is complex, the conditions are 
(T* T*) = r J T* ( z )T* ( z) dxdy = a m, n J f p m n mn , 
sin [(n+l) arccos z] , 
17 
where !p is the ellipse with foci (+1,0) in the xy-plane. 
For purposes of illustration the coefficients were 
calculated for the function f(x) = J 1 2 from x = -1 -x 
to x = 1, using the normalized Tschebyscheff polynomials 
of the first kind. Thus it was necessary to calculate 
the coefficients by 
J l 1 A = J 1 2 T (x) n . _1 -x n J l-x2 dx • 
The fitting is in general improved if one fits by 
higher degree polynomials. This was illustrated by 
using a fourth degree, sixth degree, and twelfth 
degree expansion of f(x). The program was written in 
the Fortran II language and run on the IBM 1620 Mod I 
and plotted with the Calcomp Plotter. The actual 
program and the results of the computations as well 
as the graph of the function and its approximant is 
found in Appendices I, II, III. 
18 
If Tschebyscheff polynomials of the first kind are 
used to obtain a Tschebyscheff-Fourier series expansion 
of f(w), it would be necessary to calculate An for 
where 
I - r 
mn J 'f 
p 
o,m;ln 
ldwl = dS = element of arc in w-plane. w 
If one lets w = ~(z + z- 1 ) and z = peie then 
The integral may then be transformed to the z-plane 
with: 




i8 I dz l = I p e de I 
and since p = a + b = constant on the ellipse, } , p 
lzl = P =a+ b 
gives a circle in the z-plane. Hence, 
= o,mln 
7f ( 2n -2n) 
= 2 p + p , m = n • 
Thus in a Tschebyscheff-Fourier series expansion of 
f (w) = 
where 
F(z) one obtains A as follows: 
n 
-1 
F ( z ) = f ( w) = f ( z+~ ) • 
19 
A program was written to find the coefficients for 
a Tschebyscheff-Fourier series expansion of F(z) = z2 
using polynomials of the first kind. The results of 
this program, giving only the first three coefficients 
is given in Appendix V. 
A preliminary program was written and run on the 
IBM 1620 computer to find the coefficients for the 
expansion of a function of a complex variable as a 
Tschebyscheff-Fourier series using Tschebyscheff 
polynomials of the second kind but there was not 
sufficient time to correct the program and run it 
successfully. 
20 
V. TSCHEBYSCHEFF FITTING WITH abx + c 
One type of Tschebyscheff fitting is by functions 
of the type abx + c where a,b>O, and c are parameters 
to be determined. It can be shown that best approxi-
mations of this type, which include linear functions 
21 
as limiting cases, do not necessarily exist on a finite 
point set although best approximations on [0,~ exist 
for every continuous function. However, it can also 
be shown that the best approximation to f(x) on [0,~ 
is also the best approximation to f(x) on a certain 
finite subset of points in [o, 1] . The latter is a 
phenomenon typical of Tschebyscheff approximations. 
The Tschebyscheff approximation problem on [o,lj 
for a function E (A,x) is stated as follows by Rice ( 6 ) : 
Given f(x) continuous on (0,1] determine the parameters 
A* such that 
supxE[O,:iJ IE(A*,x) - f(x)J < 
sup xE [o, ~ I E (A, x ) - f ( x ) I 
for all points A in the domain of the parameters ofF, 
where A stands for the parameters (a,b,c). Such a 
function as E(A*,x) is a best approximation to f(x) 
and the deviation of E(A*,x) on a setS is 
supxES JE(A*,x) - f(x)l . 
Since linear functions are limits of sequences 
from abx + c , the actual approximating function may 








lal<oo, O<b<oo, lcl<oo and ldl<oo . 
Hereafter E(a,b,c,d,x) will be denoted by E(A,x) where 
A stands for the parameters (a,b,c,d). 
22 
One may characterize E(A*,x), the best approximation 
to f(x) by the fact that E(A*,x) is a best approximation 
if and only if IE(A*,x) - f(x)l alternates at least K 
times, where K = 2 if b* = 1 and d* = 0 and K = 3 other-
wise. It is also known that if E(A*,x) is a best approxi-
mat ion to f(x) on [o, TI then there is a subset of k 
points of [o, 1] such that E(A*,x) is the best approxi-
mat ion to f(x) on this subset. 
If b* =f 1 or d* + 0 then k is 4 and if b* = 1, 
d* = 0, then k is 3. Actually this subset is a subset 
which maximizes the deviation of the best approximation 
to f(x) among all subsets of [0,~ of k points. Further-
more, it is known that the best approximations by E(A,x) 
to fEC [o, 1] exist and are unique. 
In order to find a best approximation E(A*x) on 
finite point sets where x,<x2 ,···,<xn, it is required 
to solve the system of equations 
X • • 
ab ~ + c + (-l)~R = y. 
~ 
23 
where if a solution (a,b,c,R) exists for these equations 
then it corresponds to the best approximation to the 
yi for corresponding xi with deviation R. The term 
(-l)iR enters the equations through an analogue to 
the equioscillation principle for the Tschebyscheff 
polynomials. 
If R is eliminated from these equations one has 
If four points are involved and the spacing is uniform, 
then one gets explicitly 
2 
c = (yl+y2)(y3+y4) - (y2+y3) 
2 (yl-y2) - (y3-y4) 
Certain combinations of the y. do not yield valid formulas. 
~ 
24 
At this point it can be shown that best approxi-
mations need not exist on finite subsets of [o, 1]. 
Consider the following example due to Rice( 6 ): x 1 = ~, 
1 1 
x3 = 3' x3 = 2' 
1 
y4 = 6 . 
If one substitutes b 
solved are, 
1 
ab + c - R = 3 
ao2 + c + R = 1 6 
ab3 + c - R = 0 
ab4 + c + R = 1 6 
= 0 and 
the equations to be 
1 1 1 If R = 12 , c = 12 , b = 3E, a = ge the errors are 0, 
E, 3E2 , 9€3 in the first, second, third, and fourth 
equation, respectively. Hence if one lets E tend to 
zero, the errors will tend to zero in each equation 
X 
and give the correct values for ab + c at each of the 
x. but there is no corresponding function and no best 
~ 
approximation exists. However, in general, the equations 
do yield a solution and a best approximation does exist. 
If they do not have a solution one checks to see if a 
linear function is the best approximation. If such is 
not the case it is to be concluded that no best approxi-
mation exists. In particular, it is true that if the 
y's are monotonic then a best approximation exists. 
• 
25 
It should be noted that solution of the set ofnon-
linear equations used in obtaining abx + c as an 
approximant to f(x) entails a condition of unisolvence. 
This concept is contained in the following definition: 
A system of n functions f 1 ,···,fn defined on a point 
setS is called unisolvent on S if If. (x.)l I 0 where 
~ J 




L: a. f. (x.) = w., j = 1,2, · · · ,n . 
i=O ~ ~ J J 
To illustrate the method of approximation to a 
function on a set of points where it is known that a 
solution exists, the function f(x) = tan x was chosen 
for the interval [ 0, 3]· This is a strictly monotonic 
function and therefore possesses a solution. An 
approximant was first found using the four points 
0 v 2 V and K by solv;ng 
, 9' 9' 3 .... 
x. . 
ab ~ + c + (-l)~R = y., i = 1,2,3,4 . 
~ 
The program and results of the Tschebyscheff fitting of 
f(x) is given in AppendixVII, page 49. The solution 
was a= .52091411 , b = 3.95850130, c = -.49945960, 
R = .02145468 . The program was written in Fortran and run 
on the IBM 1620, Model I, and plotted on the Calcomp Plotter. 
From this solution it was estimated that the 
greatest deviation from f(x) occurred at lo' which was 
26 
then used to form four sets of four points each when 
added to the four original points. Since now the four 
sets are composed of unequally spaced points~ the explicit 
equations to be solved are the following: 
(1) yJ+K+L - TyJ+K - yJ + T = 0 
(2) a = 
(3) c = 
(4) 
yl - y 3 
xl x3 
b - b 
X X 
yl + y2 - a(b 1 + b 2) 
2 
L are determined as follows: 
6.x b ~ and J~ K~ and 
The four sets of values with corresponding J~ K~ 
L values indicated are: 
I. 0; 7r. 
7f 7f 
xl = x2 = x3 = -· x4 = 3 W' 9' 
J = 9; K = 1; L = 20 
0; 7f 21T 7f xl = x2 = TO; x3 = -· x4 = 3 9 ,II. 
J = 9; K = 11; L = 10 
27 
7f 7f 27f 1T 
xl = ro; x2 = -· x3 = -· x4 = 3 9' 9 ' III. 
J = 1· K , = 10; L = 10 
IV. xl 0; x2 7f = = TIP 
7f 
x3 = 9; 
27T 
x4 = 9 
J = 9; K = 1· , L = 10 
The principal difficulty is encountered in solving 
Equation (1). It was decided to use an iterative 
technique which consists in solving ~(y) = 0 by casting 
it in the form yk+l = F(yi), choosing an initial value 
y
0
, and determing y to a pre-determined degree of 
accuracy. For this process to converge, it is necessary 
to have: 
jf 1 (y)j <1. 
Since the value for b in the original four-point problem 
was b = 3.95850130, y was estimated to be 1.1, which was 




as YE.) In order to achieve con-
vergence for this starting value, it was necessary to 
solve Equation (1) as follows: 
1 
The criterion for convergence was established by: 
< -6 I y . 1 - y . I = 5 X 10 . ~+ ~ 
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The results for the four sets of points were: 
I: a = o. 72923380; b = 3- 1902401; c = -0.72710625 
R = .0021275500 
II: a = o. 50651904; b = 4. 0543144; c = -0.48394065 
R = Oe 022578390 
III: a = o. 30691308; b = 5.8049006; c = -0.20570085 
R = 0.0026752100 
IV: a = 1. 2114783; b = 2. 1227609; c = -1.2106133 
R = 0.00086500 
To determine which of the four solutions represents 
an improvement on the original four-point solution~ the 
maximum deviations were calculated for each. Solution II 
in this case proved to give the least maximum deviation~ 
and thus is the best of the four four-point solutions 
and replaces the original equal-space solution. The 
maximum deviations were located by use of the computer 
and the results are given in Appendix IX. 
To further refine the solution it would be required 
to use the value of x at which the maximum deviation 
occurs in Solution II along with the four points used 
in Solution I to form four other sets of points of 
four points each and repeat the process employed in 
obtaining Solution II. 
Since it is possible for a solution of the type 
abx + c not to exist~ there would need to be a provision 
29 
in a computer-programmed solution to revert to approxi-
mating by a linear function. This would occur when 
b* = 1. However, this alternative is not included in 
the computations in this study since approximation by 
a linear function is trivial. 
30 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Tschebyscheff polynomials have properties Which 
make them suitable as approximants to functions. This 
has been shown by illustrations for both the real and 
complex Tschebyscheff polynomials by developing a 
function in a Tschebyscheff-Fourier series for 
f(x) =~l-x2 and f(z) = z2 , using polynomials of the 
first kind in each case. 
The properties of the polynomials have more recently 
been exploited to define what is called Tschebyscheff 
fitting where one fits functions by certain types of 
nonlinear functions such as abx + c. The latter type 
of function was employed in obtaining an approximant for 
the function f(x) = tan x. The results obtained illus-
trate that functions of this type can be used to find 
very good approximations to, in particular, a function 
which is strictly monotonic. 
The study of Tschebyscheff approximation is going 
on at an accelerated pace and appears to be producing 
a still broader class of nonlinear functions which may 
be utilized to fit functions Which are not as easily 
approximated by polynomials. This area of study 
promi$es to yield very important results and therefore 
appears to be a very fruitful field for future 
investigations. 
APPENDIX I 
PROGRAMMING NOTES FOR TSCHEBYSCHEFF-FOURIER SERIES 
FOR v' l 2 AND PLOT 
-x 
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The first part of this program generates coefficients 
for the Tschebyscheff polynomials. This is done in a 
"DO" loop starting with the statement "DO 1 I=l,KT" 
and extends through statement 30. These coefficients 
are printed on the answer sheet in the form of a 
13 x 13 matrix. The first column is to be associated 
with 1; the second column with x; the third with x 2 , 
and so forth. Each row of the matrix represents a 
Tschebyscheff polynomial; the first row is a constant; 
the second row a first degree polynomial, and so forth. 
Each polynomial was multiplied by a constant. These 
constants are noted as XF(I) and are printed out on the 
answer sheet. 
Rather than use an approximation for the integration, 
such as the Simpson rule, the terms are integrated by 
X(j+l)/j+l = ~xjdx. Integration starts following state-
ment "DO 577 I=3,13,2" and extends through statement 13. 
This section of the program also generates the data 
for the plotter. 
The balance of the program generates data for 
plotting U = v' l-w2. 
The corresponding coordinates are shown on the 
answer sheet. Due to the nature of the slope near the 
end points, it was necessary to supply extra points 
for the semi-circle. For this reason the first five, 
and last five answers for the semi-circle do not 
correspond with the approximation function. 
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C C***51217MAX023 GEORGE LUFFEL 05/07/65 FORTRAN 2 0150 008 000 150 
C TSCHEBYSCHEFF-FOURIER SERIES FOR SORTF(1-X**2l AND PLOT 




DO 1 I= ltK T 




DO 3 !::3,KT 
DO 2 J=2tKT 
2 TCI,Jl=2•*T(t-l,J-l) 
DO 3 J=ltKT 
3 TCI,Jl=TCTtJl-TCI-2,Jl 
DO 5 I= 2, K T 
X=O 
DO 4 J=ltl 









200 FORMAT C6X2HCC,I2t3Hl =tF14.6) 
DO 11 1=3,13,2 















GO TO 11 
12 ATC!,Jl=O 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=1,13 
DO 30 J=ltl3 
3 0 MAT <I , J) = T (! , J J 
PUNCH 57 5, ( (MAT (I , J > , J= 1, 13 l , I= lt13 > 
DO 577 I=3t13t2 
575 FORMAT Cl3I5l 
QX(l)z-l.o 
DX=.05 
DO 13 M=l,41 
YCMl=2.0/3el415927 
DO 130 1=3t5t2 
Y(Ml=YfM)+AT(J,ll 
DO 130 J=3t13 
JJ=J-1 






















DO 500 M=lt41 
Y2(Ml=YCM>+ATC7,ll 
l=-7 








DO 503 Mzlt41 
Y3(Ml=Y2(Ml 
DO 504 I=9tl3t2 
Y3fMl=Y3(Ml+ATCI,ll 











PUNCH 584, (K,QX(K),K,Y3(Kl,KtU<K+4ltK=1t41) 
580 FORMAT C2XlHXti2,1H=,F6.2,5XlHYti2,1H=Fl0•6t3XlHU,I2,1H=,Fl0•6) 
582 FORMAT C2XlHXti2tlH=,F6.2t4X2HYY,I2tlH=Fl0e6t3XlHUti2tlH=tF10.6) 
584 FORMAT C2XlHXti2tlH=tF6e2t3X3HYYYti2tlH=Fl0.6t3XlHU,I2tlH=tFl0.6l 
TYPE 1000 
1000 FORMAT <2X34HPLEASE INSERT BLUE PENt PUSH START) 
PAUSE 
201 CALL DISPLT<lt1.5,-1.5t2e5,-1.5,49tWtUt2J 
TYPE 1001 
1001 FORMAT (2X33HPLEASE INSERT RED PENt PUSH START> 
PAUSE 
202 CALL DISPLTCltle5t-le5t2.5,-1.5t4ltOXtYt4l 
TYPE 1004 
1004 FORMAT <2X34HPLEASE INSERT BLUE PENt PUSH STARTl 
PAUSE 
511 CALL DISPLTCltle5t-le5t2•5t-1•5t49tWtUt2) 
TYPE 1003 
1003 FORMAT C2X33HPLEASE INSERT RED PEN, PUSH START! 
PAUSE 
510 CALL DISPLT<ltl.5,-1.5,2.5,-1.5,4l,QX2tY2t4) 
TYPE 1006 
1006 FORMAT C2X34HPLEASE INSERT BLUE PEN, PUSH START! 
PAUSE 
513 CALL DISPLTCltle5,-1.5,2.5,-1.5,49tWtUt2l 
TYPE 1005 
1005 FORMAT f2X33HPLEASE INSERT RED PENt PUSH START> 
PAUSE 



















c ( 2) = o.oooooo 
c ( 3, = 
-.424413 
c ( 4) = o.oooooo 
c ( 5) = -.084882 
c ( 6) = o.oooooo 
c ( 7) = -.036378 
c ( 8, = o.oooooo 
c ( 9) = -.020210 
cc 10) = o.oooooo 
CClll = -.012860 
CC12l = o.oooooo 
CC13J = -.008899 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-3 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 -20 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 18 0 -48 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-7 0 56 0 -112 0 64 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -32 0 160 0 -256 0 128 0 0 0 0 
9 0 -120 0 432 0 -576 0 256 0 0 0 
0 50 0 -400 0 1120 0-1280 0 512 0 0 
-11 0 220 0-1232 0 2816 0-2816 0 1024 0 
0 -72 0 840 0-3584 0 6912 0-6144 0 2048 
w 
~ 
X 1= -1.00 y 1= .127323 u 1= ·280000 
X 2: -.95 y 2= .269837 u 2= .312249 
X 3= -.90 y 3= .393108 u 3= .435889 
X 4= -.as y 4= .499020 u 4= .526782 
X 5= -.eo y 5= .589357 u 5= .600000 
X 6= -.75 y 6= .665798 u 6: .661437 
X 7= -.70 y 7= .729922 u 7= .714142 
X 8= -.65 y 8= .783207 u 8= ·159934 
X 9= -.60 y 9= .827028 u 9= .aooooo 
XlO= -.55 YlO= .862658 UlO= .835164 
Xll= -.50 Y11= .891267 Ull= .866025 
Xl2= -.45 Yl2= .913927 U12= .893028 
X13= -.40 Y13= .931603 Ul3= .916515 
X14= -.35 Yl4= .945163 U14= .936749 
Xl5= -.30 Y15= .955371 U15= .953939 
Xl6= -.25 Yl6= .962887 Ul6= .968245 
X17= -.20 Y17= .968273 U17= .979795 
X18= -.15 Yl8= .971986 Ul8= .988685 
X19= -.10 Yl9= .974384 U19= .994987 
X20= -.05 Y20= .975721 U20= .998749 
X21= o.oo Y21= .976150 U21= leOOOOOO 
X22= .o5 Y22= .975721 U22= .998749 
X23= .10 Y23= .974384 U23= .994987 
X24= .15 Y24= .971986 U24= .988685 
X25= .20 Y25= .968273 U25t: .979795 
X26= .25 Y26= .962887 U26= .968245 
X27= .30 Y27= .955371 U27= .953939 
X28= .35 Y28= .945163 U28= .936749 
X29= .40 Y29= .931603 U29= .916515 
X30= .45 Y30= .913927 U30= .893028 
X31= .so Y31= .891267 U31= .866025 
w 
co 
X32= .55 Y32= .862658 U32= .835164 
X33= .60 Y33= .827028 U33= .aooooo 
X34= .65 Y34= .783207 U34= .759934 
X35= e70 Y35= .729922 U35: .714142 
X36= .75 Y36= e665798 U36= e661437 
X37= .ao Y37= .589357 U37= e600000 
X38= .as Y38= .499020 U38= .526782 
X39= .90 Y39= .393108 U39= .435889 
X40= .95 Y40= .269837 U40= t312249 
X41= t.oo Y41= .127323 U41= .280000 
X 1= -1.00 yy 1= .090945 u 1m ·280000 
X 2= -.95 yy 2= .281782 u 2= .312249 
X 3= -.90 yy 3= .426092 u 3= .435889 
X 4= -.85 yy 4= .534763 u 4= .526782 
X 5= -.so yy 5= .616720 u 5= .600000 
X 6= -.75 yy 6= .679155 u 6= .661437 
X 7: 
-.70 yy 7: .727741 u 7= .714142 
X 8= -.65 yy 8= .766833 u 8= .759934 
X 9= -.60 yy 9= .799665 u 9= .aooooo 
XlO= -.55 YYlO= .828517 UlO= .835164 
Xll= -.50 YYll= .854889 Ull= .866025 
Xl2= -.45 YY12= .879643 Ul2= .893028 
Xl3= -.40 YY13= .903146 Ul3= .916515 
Xl4= -.35 YY14= .925391 Ul4= .936749 
Xl5= -.30 YY15= .946111 U15= .9153939 
Xl6= -.25 YY16= .964876 U16= .968245 
Xl7= -.20 YY17= .981178 U17= .979795 
Xl8= -.15 YY18::: .994502 Ul8= .988685 
X19: -.to YY19= 1·004388 Ul9= .994987 
X20= -.05 YY20= 1.010473 U20= .998749 
X21= o.oo YY21= le012528 U21= leOOOOOO 
w 
\0 
X22= .05 YY22= 1.010473 U22= .998749 
X23= .10 YY23= 1.004388 U23= .994987 
X24= .15 YY24= .994502 U24= .988685 
X25= .zo YY25= .981178 U25= .979795 
X26= .25 YY26= .964876 U26• .968245 
X27= .30 YY27= .946111 U27= .953939 
X28= .35 YY28= .925391 U28• .936749 
X29= .40 YY29= .903146 U29= .916515 
X30= .45 YY30= .879643 U30= .893028 
X31= .50 YY31= .854889 U31= e866025 
X32= .55 YY32= .828517 U32• .835164 
X33= .60 YY33= .799665 U33= .8ooooo 
X34= .65 YY34: .766833 U34= .759934 
X35= .70 YY35= .727741 U35= .714142 
X36= .75 YY36= .679155 U36= .661437 
X37: .so YY37= .616720 U37• .600000 
X38= .85 YY38: .534763 U38= .526782 
X39= .90 YY39::: .426092 U39= .435889 
X40= .95 YY40= .281782 U40= .312249 
X41= 1.00 YY41= .090945 U41= .280000 
X 1= -1.00 yyy 1= .048977 u 1= ·280000 
X 2= -.95 yyy 2= .318285 u 2= .312249 
X 3= -.90 YYY 3= .440991 u 3= .435889 
X 4= -.85 YYY 4: .522406 u 4= .526782 
X 5= -.80 yyy 5: .594309 u 5= .600000 
X 6= -.75 yyy 6= .660390 u 6= .661437 
X 1= -.70 yyy 7= .717715 u 7= .714142 
X 8= -.65 YYY 8= .764735 u 8= .759934 
X 9= -.60 yyy 9= .802678 U 9z .aooooo 
XlO= -.55 YYYlO= .834346 UlO= .835164 
Xll: 
-.50 YYYll= .862524 Ull = .866025 
..J:;" 
0 
X12= -.45 YYY12= .888924 U12= .893028 
Xl3= -.40 YYY13= .913903 Ul3= .916515 
Xl4= -.35 VYY14= .936782 U14= .936749 
Xl5= -.30 YYY15= .956460 U15= .953939 
Xl6= -.25 YYY16= .972020 Ul6= .968245 
X17= -.20 YVY17= .983137 Ul7= .979795 
Xl8= -.15 YVV18= .990183 Ul8= .988685 
Xl9= -.10 YYV19= .994049 Ul9= .994987 
X20= -.05 VVY20= .995801 U20= e998749 
X21= o.oo YYV21z .996278 U21= t.oooooo 
X22= .o5 YYY22= .995801 U22== .998749 
X23= .1 0 YYY23= .994049 U23= .994987 
X24= .15 YYY24= .990183 U24= .988685 
X25= ·20 YYY25= .983137 U25= .979795 
X26= .25 YYY26= .972020 U26= .968245 
X27= .30 YYY27= .956460 U27= .953939 
X28= .35 YYY28= .936782 U28= .936749 
X29= .40 YYY29= .913903 U29= .916515 
X30= .45 YYY30= .888924 U30= .893028 
X31= .50 YYV31= .862524 U31= .866025 
X32= .55 YYY32= .834346 U32= .835164 
X33= .60 YYY33= ·802678 U33= .8ooooo 
X34= .65 YYY34= .764735 U34= .759934 
X35= .10 YYY35= .717715 U35= •714142 
X36= .75 VYY36= .660390 U36= ·661437 
X37= .80 YVY37= .594309 U37= .600000 
X38= .85 YYY38= .522406 U38= .526782 
X39= .90 YYY39= .440991 U39= .435889 
X40= .95 VYY40= .318285 U40= .312249 







Twelfth Degree Tschebyscheff 





Sixth Degree Tschebyscheff 






Fourth Degree Tschebyscheff 
Polynomial Approximation to ~l-x2 
X 
APPENDIX IV 
PROGRAMMING NOTES FOR 
TSCHEBYSCHEFF FOURIER SERIES 
FOR F(Z) = Z**2 
In this program it was necessary for the indices 
and exponents to start at 0. This is accomplished in 
the first few statements. Also, the increment, DT, 
was computed during the first part of the program. 
Integration was accomplished by using Simpson's 
Rule. The final summation was multiplied by DT/3 
and the weighting factor, 2/(pi(Ro2n + Ro-2n)). At 
the same time the summation was multiplied by 1/4 as 
is required. 
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C C***51217MAX023 GEORGE LUFFEL 05/07/65 FORTRAN 2 0150 008 000 150 






















00 20 M•l,24 





















10 PUNCH lOOtltREAlAtltAI 











lA ( 0 1 = 
lA ( 1) = 
lA ( 2) = 








PROGRAMMING NOTES FOR 
TSCHEBYSCHEFF FITTING USING ABx + C 
48 
Values for the tangent curve abscissas and ordinates 
are denoted by Z and W, respectively. These values are 
generated starting with statement, "DO 10 N=l,K", and 
end with statement 10. Since A,B,C and R depend almost 
entirely on four equally spaced ordinates, Y(l), Y(2), 
Y(3) and Y(4) these values are taken directly from the 
corresponding W values. 
The statements between "DO 10 N=l,K" and 
"DO 20 N=l,lOO" compute A,B,C and R. The balance of 
the program generates Y values by incrementing X in 
X 
the equation Yn = AB n + C, and testing to find the 
maximum deviation between the ordinates of the tangent 
curve and the approximation. Corresponding Y and W 
values have been printed out on the answer sheet. 
C C***51319MAX023 GEORGE LUFFEL 05/07/65 FORTRAN II 0050 004 000 000 
C TSCHEBYSCHEFF FITTING 
DIMENSION XCllOltYfllOltWfllOltZfllO> 
100 READ 113tDAtDB,DCtDD 
DX•DB/OC 
K•DO 











































111 FORMATf3XlOHMAXIMUM = tF8e6tlX6H AT X(tl3tlH)) 
110 FORMAT C6X2HYCtl3t2Hl=,FlOe6t6X2HWCtl3t2H>=tFl0•6l 
TYPE 1000 




1001 FORMAT C2X33HPLEASE INSERT RED PENt PUSH START) 
PAUSE 
CALL DISPLT<lt2.5,-e5t3e5,-.5,100tXtYt4l 
113 FORMAT (4El8e8l 
CALL EXIT 
ENO 
o.o 3.1415927 300.0 1oo.o 
\J1 
0 
Y( 1J• .0214!4 
Yf 2)• .029014 
Yt 3)• .036683 
Yt 4)• .044464 
Y( 5)• .052357 
Yf 6)• .060365 
YC 7)• .068490 
Y( 8)• .076-732 
Yf 9J• .085094 
Yt 10)• .093577 
Y( 11 l= .102184 
Y( 12)• .110915 
Y( 131• el197T3 
Yf 14l= .128759 
Y( 15)• .137876 
Yt 16l• .147125 
Y( 17l• .156509 
Yf 18)• .166029 
Yf 19)• .175686 
y ( 20 •• .185484 
Y( 21J• .195424 
Y( 22 )• .205509 
YC 23) • .215740 
y ( 24 )• .226119 
Yt 25)= .236649 
Y( 26 J = .247331 













W( 13) • 
Wf 14) = 
Wt 15J• 
we 16 l = 
we 17)• 
we 1e, • 
we 19)• 




we 24 J • 
W( 25 l • 
wr 26, a 






























Y( 28)• .269164 we 28J• ·290526 
Y( 29 l• .280318 we 29, • .301917 
y ( 30). 
.291635 WC 30)• .313380 
Y( 31 )a .303115 WC 31)• .324919 
Y ( 32 )a .314763 we 32J• .336537 
y ( 33 )• 
.326579 W( 33)• .348236 
Yf 34 l • .338567 W( 34) • .360021 
y f 35). .350728 we 35, • .371896 
Y( 36)• .363066 W( 36 J • .383863 
Yf 37l• .375584 we 37)• .395927 
Yf 38J• .388283 we 38 > • .408092 
Yf 39l• .401166 we 39, • .420361 
Y( 40)• .414236 Wf 40) • .432738 
y ( 41). 
.427496 Wf 41)• .445228 
YC 42)• .440948 we 42)• .457835 
Y( 43)• .454596 we 43J= .470564 
Y( 44)• .468441 W( 44)• .483418 
y ( 45). 
.482488 W( 45)• .496404 
y ( 46) = .496738 we 46, • .509525 
Y( 47)• .511195 we 47)= .522787 
y ( 48 )• .525862 Wf 48 J • .536195 
Y( 49)• .540742 we 49, • .549754 
y ( 50). 
.555838 W( 501• .563470 
YC 51 )• .571152 we 51J• .577349 
Y( 52)• .586690 we 52J= .591398 
Y( 53)• .602452 we 53)• .605621 
Y( 54)• .618443 w ( 54, a: .620025 
~ 
Y( 55)= .634667 
Y( 56)= .651126 
Yf 57>= .667823 
Y( 58)= .684763 
Y( 59)= .701949 
y ( 60) = .719384 
y ( 61) IE 
.737073 
Yt 62>• .755018 
Y( 63)= .773223 
Y f 64 )c .791692 
Y( 65>= .810430 
y ( 66) = .829440 
YC 67)= .848725 
y t 68) = .868290 
Yf 69>= .888140 
y ( 70) = .908277 
Y( 71 l= .928706 
y ( 72) = .949432 
y ( 73) = .970459 
y ( 74) = .991791 
y ( 75) = le013433 
y ( 76) = 1.035388 
y ( 77) = 1.057662 
y ( 78) = le080260 
y ( 79) = 1.103185 
Y( 80)= 1.126443 
Yt 81 )= 1.150039 
WC 55)= 
w ( 56, tt 
Wf 57)• 
w ( 58). 
W( 59)• 
W( 60) • 
Wf 61>• 




W( 66) • 
Wf 67)• 
W( 68) • 
Wf 69 l = 
W( 70l• 
Wt 71 )= 
Wf 72)= 
w ( 73) = 
we 74 > = 
Wf 75 l = 




w ( 80) = 






























y ( 82) = 1el73977 w ( 82,. 1el34276 
y ( 83) = 1.198262 w ( 83). 1.158510 
Y( 84l= 1.222900 we 84, • 1.183339 
y ( 85) = 1.247896 W( 85J• 1.208791 
y ( 86) = 1.273254 we 86, = 1.234896 
y ( 87) = le298980 W( 87)• 1.261684 
y ( 88) = 1.325080 w ( 88) = le289191 
y ( 89) = 1.351558 we 89)• 1.317450 
Y( 90)= 1.378420 w ( 90, = 1.346499 
y ( 91) = le405673 Wf 91)• 1.376380 
y ( 92) = 1.433321 W( 92l= le407135 
Y( 93)= 1.461370 W( 93) • 1.438809 
y ( 94} = 1.489826 we 94, = le471453 
y ( 95) = le5186CJ5 w ( 95, = 1.505119 
y ( 96) = 1.547983 we 96, • 1.539863 
y ( 97) = 1.577696 w ( 97) = 1.575745 
y ( 98) = 1.607840 Wt 98)= le612832 
y ( 99, = le638422 W( 99)= le651193 
Y(lOOl= le669447 Wfl00)• 1.690904 
.52091411 3.95850130 -.49945960 ·02145468 






Tschebyscheff Four Point Fit of tan x with abx + c 
APPENDIX IX 
PROGRAMMING NOTES FOR 
TSCHEBYSCHEFF FIVE POINT APPROXIMATION 
BY ABx + C 
The first part of the program generates (Z.,W.) 
1. 1. 
i = 1,2,3,···,100. These data are used by the plotter 
during the graphing process. 
The statement "DO 20 M=l,4" enables the balance 
56 
of the program to be computed four times, each time using 
a different four point combination of the five points. 
Iteration, and testing, for YE is done between statements 
30 and 40. The balance of the program computes A,B, and 
C from their respective equations, generatues (Ui,Vi) 
i = 1,2,3,···,100, and finds the maximum deviation and 
then activates the plotter. 
C C***51216MAX023 GEORGE LUFFEL 05/07/65 FORTRAN 2 0150 010 000 010 
C TSCHEBVSCHEFF FIVE POINT APPROXIMATION BY A*B**X+C 
C TSCHEBYSCHEFF FIVE POINT APPROXIMATION 
DIMENSION Xtll0)tYC110)tWCllOltZCllOltFC4ltG(4ltH(4ltUfllOltV(ll0) 
READ llOtOA,DB,OCtDDt(Y(IJtl=ltl6Jt(X(JltJ•ltl6)t(F(f)tl•lt4t 
READ 110 t CG (I J , I •lt4) • fH <I J t I •lt4) t YB tU ( 1) 
DX:~:DB/OC 
K•DD 




















































110 FORMAT C4El8e8) 

















MAXIMUM = ·089580 AT X( 81) 
.72923176E+OO e31902490E+Ol 
MAXIMUM = .042663 AT X ( 84 l 
.50651607E+OO e40543358E+Ol 
MAXIMUM = .101212 AT X( 1) 
e30691257E+00 .58049099E+Ol 
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